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This is an expository paper. The derivation of the ordinary central limit theorem 
using the Fourier transform on the real line is reviewed. Harmonic analysis on the 
Poincare-Lobatchevsky upper half plane H is sketched. The Fourier inversion 
formula on H reduces to that for the classical integral transform of F. G. Mehler 
(1881, Math. Ann. 18, 161-194) and V. A. Fock (1943, Compt. Rend. Acad. Sci. 
URSS Dokl N. S. 39, 253-256). for example. This result is then used to solve the 
heat equation on H, producing a non-Euclidean analogue of the density function for 
the Gaussian or normal distribution on H. The non-Euclidean central limit theorem 
for rotation invariant distributions on H with an application to the statistics of long 
transmission lines is also discussed. 0 1984 Academic Press, Inc. 
The Fourier technique described in this paper is certainly limited to a very 
special situation. Methods based on martingales, semigroups, stochastic 
difference, or differential equations can produce much more general limit 
theorems. However, Fourier methods do give more detailed information 
when they are applicable. Some references for other methods are Burridge 
and Papanicolaou [ 11, Keller and Papanicolaou [ 17 1, and Papanicolaou 
1221. 
1. THE CLASSICAL FOURIER TRANSFORM AND CENTRAL LIMIT THEOREM 
In this section we briefly sketch standard results which can be found in 
Cramer [4], Dym and McKean [8], and Feller [9], for example. This will 
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give us a Euclidean picture to compare with the non-Euclidean analogue 
appearing in the next sections. 
The Fourier transform of a function f in L’(R) is defined by 
THEOREM 1.1 (Properties of the Fourier Transform). =(l) Fourier 
Inversion. IffE L ‘(IF?) and f is everywhere dlfirentiabfe, then f(-x) =f(x), 
for all x. 
(2) Convolution. Suppose that f and g are in L l(R) and defme the 
convolution f * g by 
Then fG=f. $. 
(3) Differentiation. dj?ldx = 2lrixf(x). 
(4) Dilation. For a positive number t define Q( f (x) =f (tx), if 
x E R. Then 
ii& t-‘%,,,j: 
Applications 
(1) Heat frow on a infinite rod. Suppose u(x, t) denotes the temperature 
at position x and time t, for x E I?. Then (in the first approximation) u(x, t) 
should satisfy the heat equation 
u, = uxx, xER,t>O, (2) 
with u(x, 0) =f (x), x E R. Here f(x) is some given initial temperature 
distribution. 
To solve this problem, take the Fourier transform with respect to x of the 
partial differential equation. Let 6 denote the Fourier transform of u with 
respect to the x variable, holding t fixed. Then part (3) of Theorem 1.1 
implies 
a 
at u^ = -47r2x2u^, 6(x, 0) =f(x). 
As any freshperson in calculus should know, the solution to (3) is 
~2 =1(x) exp(-47c*x* t). 
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We can use parts (l), (2), and (4) of Theorem 1.1 plus the fact that 
to show that 
4x7 4 = (f* g,>(x), (4) 
where 
gl(x) = (4nl) - “* exp(-x2/4t). (5) 
We call g,(x) the fundamental solution of the heat equation. Similar 
arguments, using the theory of distributions or generalized functions, lead to 
fundamental solutions of all of the basic trinity of PDEs of applied 
mathematics (cf. Vladimirov [29]). Note that g, is positive and g, approaches 
the Dirac delta distribution as t -+ O+. Thus ufx, t) approaches f(x) as 
t-+0+. 
The density function for a Gaussian or normal distribution is 
gol,2(x) = (2na*)-‘I* exp[-x*/(20*)], 
where c is the standard deviation. 
(6) 
(2) The Central Limit Theorem. Let {Xn}n>I be a sequence of 
independent random variables. Assume that each X, has the same density 
function f(x), with mean 0 and standard deviation 1; i.e., 
i 
J(x) dx = 1, j xf(x) dx = 0, j x2f(x) dx = 1. 
R R 
Then (X, + . ..+ X,,) n-l’* is nearly Gaussian or normal with standard 
deviation 1 as n approaches infinity; i.e., 
J 
bJ;; 
a\/;; (f 
* -.a *f)dx - (271) - 1’2 jab expf-x2/2) dx, n-co. 
Discussion 
By the P. Levy continuity theorem or by the argument in Dym and 
McKean [8, p. 1161, it suffices to prove the Fourier transform of the 
asymptotic formula. This means that we must prove 
f(sn - 1’2)n - exp(-2n2s2), n-+ 00. 
The hypotheses on f can be restated as 
 ^
m = 1, g(0) = 0, g (0) = -4n2. 
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So Taylor’s formula gives 
/(sn -“2)n - (f(O) + g (0) sn-‘/’ + +J$ (0) s’n-I) ’ 
- (1 - 27r2s2n-‘)” 
- exp(-2rr2s2), n-+co. 
Note. We are implicitly using property (4) of the Fourier transform in 
Theorem 1.1. 
2. NON-EUCLIDEAN HARMONIC ANALYSIS 
In this section we shall merely sketch the results. The reader can turn to 
Helgason [ 11, 12, 131, Terras [25,26], and Warner [30] for more details. It 
may also be useful to recall that the Fourier transform on n-dimensional 
Euclidean space [R” can be obtained from spherical harmonics and Hankel 
transforms (cf. Dym and McKean [8, pp. 261-2731). This leads to similar 
results to those in this and the next section for rotationally invariant 
distributions on R” (cf. Kingman [ 181). 
Consider the Poincare’ or Lobatchevsky upper half plane 
H=(x+iy)x,yER,y>O}, 
where i = &i, with the non-Euclidean arc length ds defined by 
(1) 
ds2 = y-2(dx2 + dy2). (2) 
The geodesics for this arc length are straight lines and circles orthogonal to 
the real axis. So Euclid’s fifth postulate fails and the geometry is indeed 
noneuclidean! 
The Lie group G = SL(2, R) (known as the special linear group), 
consisting of all 2 x 2 real matrices of determinant one, acts on H by frac- 
tional linear transformation: 
az + b 
zEH+-+gz=p 
cz + d ’ H* (3) 
Moreover the action of G on H leaves ds invariant as well as the area 
element 
dp=y-‘dxdy (4) 
and the Laplacian 
A = y2(a2/ax2 + a2/ay2). (5) 
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In fact, we can view H as a quotient space G/K, where K = SO(2) = the 
special orthogonal group of 2 X 2 rotation matrices of determinant one. The 
identification is obtained by sending a coset gK = ( gk) k E K} to gi: 
G/K-H 
gK w gi. 
(6) 
Here gi denotes the point in H to which i = &I is moved by the fractional 
linear transformation obtained from g in G. We shall often use this iden- 
tification in our formulas and think of functions on H as functions on G. 
Fourier analysis on H is just the simplest example of a vast theory 
developed by Harish-Chandra, Helgason, and many others. This theory is 
certainly ripe for consumption by statistical physicists and others in applied 
mathematics but we do not pursue the applications of the more general 
theory here. The reader might want to look at Mehta [21] and Dudley [5,6] 
to obtain some ideas in these directions. 
Define the non-Euclidean Fourier or Helgason transform of a function f in 
C?(H) = the infinitely differentiable compactly supported fuctions on H, by 
m(s, k) = 1 f(z) Im(kz)s &, H (7) 
where s E C, and k E K. Here Im z = the imaginary part of z in H. Note that 
f(z) = Im(kz)” implies df= s(s - 1)J: (8) 
Thus Fourier analysis on H will be analogous to Euclidean Fourier analysis 
on R”, because both provide spectral resolutions of the appropriate Laplace 
operator. That is, we are really considering a special case of the spectral 
theorem. Many of the techniques needed here go back to Kodaira and 
Titchmarsh (cf. Dunford and Schwartz [7]). 
THEOREM 2.1. Properties of the Non-Euclidean Fourier Transform. (1) 
Inversion Formula of Harish-Chandra and Helgason. Suppose fE C:(H). 
Then 
f(z) =$~~~R$/~~,Zf if+ it, k,) Im(k,z)“2”’ t tanh at du dt. 
Here 
k, = 
cos u sin u 
-sin 24 E K cosu 
and (471)-l t tanh xt dt is the spectral or Plancherel measure. 
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(2) Convolution. Consider f, g: H + C as functions G + G by setting 
f(a) =f(ai) for a E G. Then define 
(f* g>(a) = jGfW N- ‘a> db 
where db is the left (and right) Haar measure on G (cf. Helgason [ 121). 
Suppose, in addition, that f or g are K-invariant. This means that 
f (kz) =f (z) for all k E K and z E H. Then 
R(f * g) =Zf. Zg. 
(3) Differentiation. R(df) = s(s - l)RJ 
Discussion of the Proof of Part (1) 
The G-invariance of the inversion formula allows us to reduce the proof to 
the case that f: K\G/K + C; i.e., f (kz) =f (z), for all k E K and z E H. In 
this case, formula (7) becomes 
f(s) =?.f (s) = lHf (z)y” dp 
=27r O” 
I 
f (e-‘i) P,- ,(cosh r) sinh r dr. 
r=O 
Here the Legendre or spherical function is 
P,-,(cosh r) = h,(z) = (27~)’ 12* Im(k,z)” du, 
u=o 
(10) 
when z=ke-‘i for kEK and rER+ are geodesic polar coordinates for 
z E H. Thus f(s) is the integral transform of Mehler [20] and Fock [lo] 
when f is rotation-invariant. 
Now the non-Euclidean Fourier inversion formula for K-invariant 
functions f on H is 
j(z) = (4n)-’ 1 f(f + it) P- ,,2+i,(cosh r) t tanh nt dt, (11) 
ttlR 
when z = ke-‘i, k E K, r > 0. This result was used by Mehler [20] in 188 1 
to solve various problems in mathematical physics and was proved in 1943 
by Fock [lo]. 
The Kodaira-Titchmarsh formula in spectral theory relates the spectral 
measure ((4~))’ t tanh nt dt) to the Green’s function or resolvent kernel for 
the differential operator given by the radial part of the non-Euclidean 
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Laplacian (cf. Dunford and Schwartz 17, Vol. II]). However, it appears that 
one can considerably shorten the calculation and obtain the spectral measure 
simply by knowing the following properties of the spherical functions: 
Functional Equation: 
P -P-,; S-I - (12) 
Asymptotics: 
P,(x) - II - 1/Z 
1 
x-+co,Res>-. 
2 (13) 
These two properties imply that the kernel for the inversion formula (11) has 
the following asymptotics: 
_ (2n)-1 1:: y-I/2-itx-l/2+if dt, asx,y+ co. 
The last kernel is that for ordinary Mellin inversion. This means that the 
spectral measure (4n))’ t tanh nt dt is just chosen to cancel out the gamma 
factors in the asymptotic formula (13). The functional equation (12) brings 
in a factor of 2. 
Lastly we note that it is also possible to do Fourier inversion on H in 
rectangular coordinates. This leads to the integral transform of Kontorovich 
and Lebedev (cf. Lebedev [ 19, p. 13 1 I). 
Application: The Heat Equation on H 
We seek to find u(z, t) satisfying 
ut= du = y2(u,, + uyy), t>O,zEH, 
u(z, 0) =f(z), 
(14) 
z E H. 
Use exactly the same argument as in Section 1, Application l), assuming 
that S(z) is S0(2)-invariant, to obtain 
u(z, t)=f* g,, 
g,(ke-‘i) = (4x)-’ I,,, exp[-(u2 f !) t] 
XP- 1/Z+ i,(cosh I) u tanh xu dv, 
(15) 
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where the convolution * is defined in part (2) of Theorem 2.1. Formula (15) 
defines the fundamental solution of the noneuclidean heat equation. It can 
also be proved that 
g,(e-‘i) = (4~ct)-~‘* ~5 e-t’4 [” (16) 
“I 
This shows that g, is positive. It is easy to show that g, approaches the Dirac 
delta distribution at i in H as t + O+. To see this. note that 
Complete the argument using Lebesgue dominated convergence and the fact 
that 
62)(~) =3(s) expb(s - 1) tl --+f@h ast-+O+. 
Thus, g, has the basic properties of the fundamental solution of the 
Euclidean heat equation, except that it does not appear to be possible to find 
a simpler formula for g, than (15) or (16). 
3. THE CENTRAL LIMIT THEOREM ON H: 
TRANSMISSION LINES WITH RANDOM INHOMOGENEITIES 
There are at least three versions of the central limit theorem on symmetric 
spaces such as the upper half plane. The first papers on this subject were 
written by mathematicians in the USSR during the 1950s and 1960s (cf. 
Karpelevich, Tutubalin, and Shur [ 161, Tutubalin [27], and Virtser [28]). 
Mathematicians in the United States discussed these matters using very 
general limit theorems on stochastic differential equations in the 1970s (cf. 
Burridge and Papanicolaou [ 11, Keller and Papanicolaou [ 171, and 
Papanicolaou [22]), and French mathematicians have obtained very general 
central limit theorems on compact Lie groups, using detailed knowledge of 
the representations of these groups (cf. Clerc and Roynette [2]). We shall 
consider an approach which is closest to that of Karpelevich, Tutubalin, and 
Shur [ 161. A similar discussion of Euclidean rotation invariant random 
variables can be found in Kingman [ 181. 
But first let us consider an engineering problem of Gertsenshtein and 
Vasil’ev [ 151 which requires the non-Euclidean central limit theorem for its 
solution. We wish to analyze a very long lossless transmission line with 
random inhomogeneities caused perhaps by tiny defects. Such 
inhomogeneities produce reflected waves, whose properties are described by 
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the reflection coefficient which can be considered to be a random variable Z 
in H. The composite of two random inhomogeneities with reflection coef- 
ficients Z, and Z, in H produces a reflection coefficient 
2, 0 Z, = Mz,Mz,i, where Zj = Mzji, for Mzj E SL(2, R). (1) 
This composition is well defined when the Zj are S0(2)-invariant, which is 
the only case to be considered here. Some understanding of the reasoning 
behind our choice of the composition (1) can be obtained by consulting any 
text on microwave engineering such as Collin [3]. See also Helton [ 141 for a 
chart describing what circuit elements correspond to what matrices in 
SL(2, R). Usually engineers work on the unit disc D rather than H. But it is 
easy to map z in H to w  in D via the Cayley transform w  = (z - i)/(z + i). 
Thus the Smith Chart in Fig. 1 is the graph paper used by microwave 
engineers. This chart is just the image of a rectangular grid in H under the 
Cayley transform. 
Our main goal is to find the distribution of Z, 0 .a. “Z,, , when it is 
correctly normalized, as n + co. Having found the limit distribution, one 
should be able to compute the mean power output, for example. 
To carry out this project, we need a central limit theorem for H. We 
already have a candidate density for the non-Euclidean normal 
distribution-the fundamental solution of the heat equation on H given by 
equations (15) and (16) of Section 2. We shall attempt to keep our 
discussion as close as possible to that of the Euclidean central limit theorem 
in Section 1. 
First we should set down the requisite definitions. A random variable Z in 
H has distribution function 
if f, is the density function of Z, f, > 0, and J”& dp = 1. We shall consider 
only SO(2)invariant distributions on H; this means that the density function 
must satisfy the invariance condition 
fz(kz) =.Mz) for all k E K = SO(2) and all z E H. 
We shall say that the random variables Z, and Z, are independent if 
P(Z,EA and Z,EA)=P(Z,EA)P(Z,EA). 
If Z, and Z, are S0(2)-invariant, independent random variables with density 
functions f, and fi, respectively, then, defining the composite Z, 0 Z, by 
formula (l), it is easily shown that the density function for Z, 0 Z, is f, * f2, 
with convolution defined as in Part (2) of Theorem 2.1. You can imitate the 
proof that works in the Euclidean case. 
683/l 512-S 
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FIG. 1. The Smith Chart. Reproduced by permission of Phillip H. Smith, Analog 
Instruments Company. 
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The characteristic function oz of an S0(2)-invariant random variable Z in 
H is the Heigason transform: 
CPAP) = jH.fAz) Im zs 44zL with s = f + ip,p E R. (2) 
These non-Euclidean characteristic functions possess many (but unfor- 
tunately not all) of the properties of the Euclidean characteristic functions 
described essentially in Theorem 1.1 (cf. Cramer [4] and Feller [9]). The 
main problem is that the dilation property is missing. Thus we cannot say 
that if aE I?+, (p,=(p) = q+(ap). This property was quite important in our 
discussion of the central limit theorem in Section 1. And the lack of this 
property seems to be the cause of some non-Euclidean trouble. Clerc and 
Roynette [2] meet this issue head on by considering random variables in the 
domain of the characteristic function rather than H. Karpelevich, Tutubalin, 
and Shur [ 161 do not mention this problem and only sketch the beginnings of 
a proof of the central limit theorem. We shall combine ideas from both of 
these papers. 
We shall define the density function for the non-Euclidean normal 
distribution to be g,(z) = the fundamental solution of the non-Euclidean heat 
equation in formulas (15) and (16) of Section 2. Then if N, is a normally 
distributed random variable in H with density gc, the characteristic function 
is 
v,,(P) = exp[--cW + 31. (3) 
In the non-Euclidean case there are many possible analogues of the mean 
and the variance. We choose the most direct analogues and define, for an 
S0(2)-invariant random variable Z in H, the mean m, and the variance or 
second moment d, by 
m,=272 
J 
,,,f=(e-‘i) r sinh r dr, 
(4) 
d, = 27~ jv>Ofz(e-ri) r* sinh r dr. 
Before proceeding with our discussion of the non-Euclidean central limit 
theorem, we need some properties of Legendre functions; in particular, the 
formula 
Formula (5) can be used to show that 
P - l/2+ ip(cosh 4 N Jo@% as r -+ 0. 
(5) 
(6) 
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The complete asymptotic expansion having (6) as its first term can be found 
in Szego [24]. This has been generalized to rank one symmetric spaces by 
Stanton and Tomas [23]. 
To discuss the non-Euclidean central limit theorem, we suppose that 
~Znln, 1 is a sequence of independent, S0(2)-invariant random variables in 
H, each having the same density functionf(z). We want to find some way to 
normalize the random variable S, = Z, 0 a.. 0 Z, in order to be able to say 
that the normalized variable which we shall call S,# approaches the random 
variable with density g, = the fundamental solution of the non-Euclidean 
heat equation given by formulas (15) and (16) of Section 2. Now 
Karpelevich, Tutubalin, and Shur [ 161 normalize S, by noting that for 
AcH 
(7) 
Thus we really have densities on R ‘, using the non-Euclidean radial variable 
(r = non-Euclidean distance of e-‘i to i). We want to normalize S, by 
dividing the radial coordinate random variable by fi. Thus the charac- 
teristic function of the normalized random variable Ss is 
%$P> =27r .I r>ofs,,(e-ri) sinh r P- l,z+iP(cosh(r/fi)) dr. (8) 
In the Euclidean case, one could easily move the n - I’* over to the p-variable. 
In the non-Euclidean case, this can only succeed in the limit, as n 
approaches infinity, using the asymptotic formula (6). 
Combining (6) and (8) we find that 
And the J-Bessel function has the power series 
J,(x) = \‘ 
(-l)k x 2k 
i i kyo (k!)2 1 - 
This implies that 
sinh r dr - $-j r>Of(e-‘i) r2 sinh r dr) ’ 
w- exp(-dp2/4), asn-+ 00, 
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where d = d,” as defined in formula (4). In order to complete the discussion 
of the central limit theorem for rotation-invariant random variables on H, 
one must imitate the argument of Dym and McKean [8, p. 1161, for 
example. We have proved that 
lim (Do@) = exp(-dp2/4). 
n-02 
Note that the density function for the random variable S,# is 
E(ke-‘i) = (f* ... *f)(emrfii) sinh(rfi) fi/(sinh r), (9) 
where the convolution off’s is n-fold and k E SO(2), r > 0. 
Let a be a function in C:(H). Then, by the non-Euclidean Plancherel 
theorem and dominated convergence, setting do(p) =p tanh 7cp dp/4, we 
have 
= 
I s=,,2+ip pERexP(-dp214)~a(s)do(~) 
= ed’4 g,,,(Z) CZ (2) d/I. 
Here we have used the fact that IZ’“f,s)] < 1, if Re s = i. Approximate the 
indicator function of a set A c H by a E C?(H) to complete the proof of the 
non-Euclidean central limit theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1 (The Non-Euclidean Central Limit Theorem for Rotation 
Invariant Random Variables). Suppose that (Zn}na, is a sequence of 
independent, S0(2)-invariant random variables in H, each having the same 
density function f (z). Let S, = Z, o ..a o Z, be normalized as in formulas (8) 
and (9) above. The normalized variable S,# has density function f t. Then for 
measurable A c H, we have 
I Af ,“(Z> 4 - edI j &f,,(z) Q, asn+ co. A 
Here g, is the fundamental solution of the non-Euclidean heat equation given 
by formulas (15) and (16) of Section 2 and d is defined in formula (4) of this 
section. 
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In the classical Euclidean case, the mean and standard deviation of a 
random variable are (essentially) the first and second derivatives of the 
characteristic function evaluated at 0. However, in the non-Euclidean case, 
this produces different integrals. One can easily show that if Z is an SO(2)- 
invariant random variable on H, then p;(O) = 0. This can be viewed as a 
non-Euclidean analogue of the mean, which differs from that in formula (4). 
Define the dispersion D, of an S0(2)-invariant random variable Z in H 
by 
f 
u2fi(e-‘i) sinh r du dr 
D 
Z 
= -Phv) = r>uyo d cash r - cash u 
P,(O) ’ 
(10) 
! 
fi(e-‘i) sinh r du dr 
-r>u>0 cash r - cash u 
Note that D, can be viewed as a non-Euclidean analogue of the variance, 
which differs from that in formula (4). If Z, and Z, are independent SO(2)- 
invariant random variables on H, then it is easy to see that 
D z,oz> = Dz, +Dz?. (11) 
And clearly if NC has the Gaussian or normal distribution, then DNc = 2c. 
Finally let us return to the discussion of the lossless transmission line with 
random inhomogeneities. Now that we know the non-Euclidean central limit 
theorem, we see that we need to find the mean reflection coefficient non- 
Euclidean distance to the point i in H in order to measure the reflected 
power. This means we want to know the size of the integral 
I(c) = 27c J rg,(e-‘i) sinh r dr. 
r>O 
(12) 
Gertsenshtein and Vasil’ev [ 151 show that 
i 
a, 
g,(e-li) r dr = eZC. 
1 
It follows that I(c) grows exponentially as c approaches infinity. And we can 
conclude that almost all of the power is reflected as the length of the 
transmission line increases (recalling that formulas (11) and (12) mean that 
c approaches infinity as the length of the line approaches infinity). 
Presumably more precise calculations might allow an engineer to do 
something about this (cf. Feller [ 1, Vol. II, pp. 208-2091). 
Finally we should mention the related papers of Furstenberg [3 11, 
Furstenberg and Kesten [32], Gangolli [33], Getoor [34], Heyer [35], and 
Faraut [36]. 
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